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ABSTRACT

We consider a renormalizable two-dimensional model of dilaton gravity coupled to a set
of conformal fields as a toy model for quantum cosmology. We discuss the cosmological solutions
of the model and study the effect of including the back reaction due to quant' im corrections. As a
result, when the matter dersity is below some threshold new singularities form in a weak coupling
rcgion, which suggests that they will not be removed in the ful quamum theory. We also solve the
Wheeler-DeWitt equation. Depending on the quantum state of the Universe, the singularities may
appear in a quantum region *here the wave function is not oscillatory, i.e., when there is not a well
defined notion of classical spacetime.
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1. Introduction

Two situations in which quantum gravity effects are expected to be im-
portant are the late stages of black hole evaporation and the early universe.
The analysis of these problems in realistic models is a very difficult task. In
particular, all the attempts to address the questions of the final state of black
holes, or the evolution of the universe near Planck scale, have to deal with
the non-renormalizabiiity of quantum gravity in 3+1 dimensions.

For this reason it is of interest to consider solvable toy models in which
some of the difficulties of the realistic problem are not present. In the last
months there has been considerable progress in the understanding of Hawk-
ing radiation and black hole evaporation. The fundamental observation, done
by Callan. (liddiugs. Harvey and Strominger [1] is that the 1 + 1 dimensional
renornializable ' theory ot gravity coupled to a dil ton field <p and TV c nfor-
mal fields /,

contains >lack holes and Hawking radiation. Some interesting discussions
i i ,• i - f ~ i f , \ i i r ' l r

ong g
this model can be found in [•">]-[!'] (for a review and more references see ref.

In this paper we will focus on the cosmological problem. A generalization

of ihe theory ei|. I to /) dimensions has been considered before by Vafa

ami Tseytlin [11]. Tticv coupled the theory to string) ma t t e r and s tudy the

i osmological solutions exploiting the duality symmetry of the str ings. T h e

classical solutions were further investigated by Tseytlin [12], Our aim here

is different. We will consider the two dimensional theory defined by eq. 1 as

,i toy model to underhand the influence of quan tum effects in cosmological

si tuations in higher dimensions.

In facl. a similar model can be obtained by restricting the four dimen-

sional action of general relaiivity to the metrics with spherical symmet ry :

(Is* = ( , , , ( . r l l . / 1 ) J / V / + c-W'^dfy a, 6 = 1,2 . (2)

The reduced Kinsteiii-llilbert action reads

, = - 2A (3)

' Discussions un tlif miormalizalion of this model can be found in [2]-[!)].



where A is the (four-dimensional) cosmological constant. Note that the dila-
ton field in the two dimensional theory is related to the radius of the 2-sphere
in the four dimensional metric, and that the cosmological constant gives an
exponential contribution to the dilaton potential. We will consider mode! 1
because the classical and semiclassical analysis is simpler. Moreover, unlike
the reduced action 3, the theory 1 is renormalizable. Model 1 is analogous
to the reduced model 3 with A < 0. Indeed, as far as the black hole physics
is concerned, the semiclassical behaviour of the CGHS model was shown to
be very similar to the semiclassical physics of 4D Hchwarzchild black holes
[10], On the other hand, the model given by action 1 with the opposite- sign
in the A2 term is analogous to model 3 with A > 0, i.e. standard 40 De
Sitter gravity. Although in this case there is no black hole formation in the
Universe of model t, the cosmology presents some interesting features which
deserve some attention.

An interesting particular class of spherically symmetric metrics is the
Kantowski-Sachs iniiiisiipei'space

i>2{t)dil2 (4)

which describes a Universe with a S1 x S2 spatial geometry. This minisuper-
space has been investigated both at the classical and quantum level in ref.
[13]. However, because of the non reiiormalizability of general relativity, it
is difficult to include quantum effects due to matter and metric fluctuations.
As we will see, it is possible to include these effects in the model eq. 1,
which can be considered as a toy Kantowski-Sachs cosmological model after
identifying the dilaton with the radius of the 2-sphere.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section wo discuss 1 he exact
solutions to the backreaction problem. That is, we find the time-dependent
solutions of the equations of motion which follow from the one-loop effective
action. In Section 3 we quantize the effective theory. We find different
solutions to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation and discuss whether or not they
predict classical behaviour.

2. The Back-Reaction Problem

In the conformal gauge g++ = </__ = 0, g+- = — ^e2p , the classical action
becomes

So = - fK J 4d+4>d-4> + A2e2') + W d+fid.fi]

The classical equations of motion can be put into the form

d+d-fi = 0 , 0+d.p = d+d.<p , 2d+<M - Ad+4>d-4> = A V

1 N

(5)

(6)

0 = e-2°(id±pd±<p-2d2
±<t>) + ^d±j1d±f, , (7)

" 1=1

where we have included the equations of motion associated to the vanish-
ing metric components g++ and g The genera) solution to the classical
equations is [1]

2* = j - A

p = 4> + h

o = ^

) / (

J dx+ J' ~ e2kdx~ e

(8)

where h = h+{x+) + h-(.r~) and j = j+(x+) + j-(x-) are free fields.

A particular one-loop quantum effective action including the conformed
anomaly was introduced m rei. [7]:

(9)

where n = jV~24 is assumed to be positive. The first (non local) quantum
correction in eq. 9 is the usual anomaly term. The second term is local and
covariant and makes the theory exactly solvable. 2

~In the conformal gauge this term renders the effective action a conformal invariant
field theory with vanishing central charge, which is a consistency requirement if the path
integral is to be regularized by a naive, field-independent cutoff [14] (discussions on this
point, in the present context can be found e.g. in refs. [2, 9, 10, 15]).



By using a free field representation [9], it is easy to find the general
solution to the semiclassical equations of motion. We will follow closely ref.
[7]. Introducing new fields

~

0 = -<

X — KP

the effective action becomes

1 f 2 1 1 2 ^
7T J K K

and the semiclassical equations of motion are

(10)

.1)

112)

1 1 1 lV

t± = —d±xd±x + dlx + ~d±no±n + - v d±j\d±f,.

The arbitrary functions t±(x±) reflect the uon locality of the- effective action.
They are fixed by the boundary conditions necessary to define univocally the
two point function ^j (see below).

The general solution to the above equations can be written in terms of
two free fields h and j ,

= j

X- = h ~ \2 j dx+J d.r~ c^1"
N

(14)

Note that the terms proportional to A2 have cancelled out in the constraint.
From the general classical and semiclassical solutions (Eqs. S , 14),

it is easy to find time-dependent cosmological solutions. Let us consider
coordinates a± = r ± a and a two dimensional metric of the form

(15)

An homogeneous matter distribution is /; = /i(T)- From the equation of
motion for the /; fields, d+d-fi = 0, it follows j{ = pj + bi , p^, b{ —
constants. The functions t± depend on the quantum state of the matter
fields. The natural choice here is to impose the matter energy momentum
tensor to vanish in Minkowski space (P[T) = 0). This gives £± = 0 in a*
coordinates. 3 From Eqs. (8) and (14) we find

0. = - 2XT
M

->£,\T + — ,
A

= n + KAT , P = 4>+\T (17)

where f = m2 — ̂  and the parameter M is arbitrary. We have chosen
the coordinate r in such a way that p = <f> + \T hi. i,h in the classical and
semiclassical solutions.'

As can be seen from the structure of the propagators, quantum loop
corrections to the above solutions will be suppressed by the coupling g = e2*,
or by the effective coupling gla = i ^ ^ ^ . if tht path integral is performed

by using t he effective action which includes the anomaly term (which implies
a r-'summatioii of diagrams of standard perturbation theory, see e.g. [2]).
Thus solutions 16 and 17 can be trusted only in the regions in which g2 and
gjn are small.

Eq. 10 implicitly defines ip in terms of ftfa1"1",!1"). There is a critical point
ilr = ^(l — log^) at. which dQ/d<p = 0. This trascendental equation 10
has no solution for it < £7,,. and two solutions for S7 > ilc, the "Liouville
theory" branch and the "string theory" branch. In the Liouville branch
0 € (<J\-, oo), and hence the anomaly term in the effective action dominates
over the classical "string effective action" kinetic terms. Far from <̂ c, glK ~ Ĵ-
ami hence the I/A' expansion is applicable. In the "string theory" branch
<t> £ ( —oo, 6r) so that the anomaly term is always dominated by the classical

•JThis condition is not correct if the spatial coordinate is compact, i.e., if 0 < a < L. In
this case, the matter energy momentum tensor contains a vacuum polarization term even
when p = 0. This term is given by t± = ^ - 5 and will appear in the next section where
the theory is quantized on a cylinder

4As p - i> is a frer field we have p - <fi = ar + 6. The above choice is possible as long a<
a is different from zero. If a = 0, Q is quadratic in r. We will not consider this paiticulai
solution in what, follows.

T



kinetic terms. Far away from <f>c, g^ ~ e2^, and the weak-field expansion is
applicable.

We will now analyze the physical behaviour of classical solutions 16 and
semiclassical solutions 17. We will restrict ourselves to the case M > 0. other

, cases can be studied in a similar way.

, Let us first consider the classical solutions 16. We can distinguish two
cases:

(i) rn2 = 0: The solution describes an expanding universe, evolving from
r = —oo to T0. The curvature and the coupling g2 = c:2<ri are regular at
t = —oo, but the scale a2 = e2p is zero. At r = r0, all the curvature, the
scale, and the coupling e2^ diverge. The corresponding Penrose diagram is
illustrated by fig. la. This geometry can also be interpreted as I he interior
of a black hole.

(ii) ;n2 > 0: The solution begins at a finite value of r = r,. at which there
is a curvature singularity, and the scale and the coupling <2':' diverge. The

, Universe contracts, the coupling becomes weaker, and then reexpands. At
'• finite time T — T2 there is another curvature singularity, with infinite values

for the coupling and the scale as weil (fig. 1b).

The semiclassical solutions can be separated in three dilferent classes:

(i) e ~ 0. M > Mlc: Replacing g2 by g2
Sf, this case is qualitatively the

same as the classical case m2 = 0, but the scale is finite at r(, = -. (the two
branches of eq.10 behave in fact in a similar way).

(ii) £ > 0, M > M1C + Ae(l - loge): This case behaves similarly as the
classical case i»2 > 0. with gnff diverging at initial and final time- rK2. except
by the fact the scale takes finite values at T-\_2-

i (iii) —^ < c < 0: Now the two solutions given by the two branches ol
eq.10 must be separated:

;2ltAr
, a =-"Liouviile theory" branch: At r = -oo, g% = 4/K, a2 ~ c

and ii ~ const, C
2 ( ' - 2 ° ) A T - S O the scale goes to zero (m2 7̂  0) and there is a

curvature singularity if a > 1/2. At T = TC the curvature is infinity, the scale
a is finite, but the coupling g\^ diverges.
-"String theory1' branch: At r = —00, a — 0, R ~ — oc, y2^ = 0. At r = 7,.
the curvature is infinity, the scale a is finite, but the coupling g2

n diverges.
A disappointing new is that in both cases there is a curvature singularity

in a region of weak' coupling. Therefore in this case it is very unlikely that.
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this singularity will be removed in the full quantum theory. These kind of
singularities could only be removed by an ad hoc restriction of allowed initial
conditions (see below).

It is interesting to repeat the analysis for the model with the opposite
sign in the A2 term. These solutions are similar to the static solutions in the
CC1HS model interchanging a and r. There are solutions where the Universe
expands, the coupling goes to zero, and the metric approaches to Minkowski
metric as r -^ oc (see fig. 2a, b). In some solutions <f> never reaches 4>c.
In particular, there is an interesting case with — re/4 < e < 0: at T = —oo,
« = 0. <? = - 0 0 and R = 00: at r = 00, a = 1, R = 0 and <f> = ~ ° °
(fig. 2a). Also here the coupling goes to zero even in the region near the
singularity, which makes very unlikely that more quantum effects could wash
this singularity away.

Now we can state the more important effects of including the matter loop
correction or backreaction:

I) There is a doubling in the number of solutions, due to the presence of
the "Liouville theory" and "string theory" branches. All the semiclassical
solutions with X1 > 0 reach the critical point <j> = 4>c that separates both
branches. There is a strong coupling singularity there. Some of the solutions
with the opposite sign of A2 never reach this point, i.e., they are always in a
weak coupling region.

II) There appears a threshold in the matter density m2 , m\ = ~. Above
the threshold the cosmologies are essentially similar to the classical cosmolo-
gies, and the singularities appear in the strong coupling regime. Below the
threshold, — I/I < ; < 0, singularities also occur in .1 weak coupling region,
1 liis suggests that I hey will still be present in the lull quantum theory.

It is important to see whether these singularities can be removed by
p'v>per boundary conditions. In ref. [16] it was shown that time-like, nakod
singularities at tp = <j>c can be removed by refiecting-type boundary condi-
tions on the matter energy-momentum tensor. The analysis is simpler in
"KruskaT coordinates .c* where <p — P a n d *± = 5712 ( s e e e-g- [?])• Since



it can be finite at <f> = cj)c only if d+U\^=<jlc = 9_n|0_^ ~ 0. To see under
which circumstances these boundary conditions can be applied it is inter-
esting to consider solutions with general matter distributions /,. They are
given by eq. 14. Note that h± = j± in Kruskal coordinates. Regularity of
the curva*ure at <f> = 4>c requires

V.r* : (IS)

Eq. 18 defines the shape of the boundary curve x+ = x+(x ) and implies a
relation between the left and right-moving components of the matter energy-
momentum tensor. Using eq. 18 we find

,dx:•+

dx-

Here the boundary is space-like, therefore it is possible to have a regular
curvature at <j> = 4>c only if j'± < 0, i.e. (see eq. 14)

Ji±ft± (19)
1 = ]

For homogeneous solutions, this is satisfied in the case t > 0 discussed above.
But condition 18 implies M = Af]c + Ae(l — logt). In this limiting value of
M, Ti is equal to r2 and there is no cosmological evolution.

This res'tlt can be generalized to arbitrary matter contributions. The
conclusion i; that these type of boundary conditions cannot be implemented
on space-like boundaries. In contrast, in the model with the opposite sign of
the A2 term this type of boundary condition can in fact be implemented on
space-like curves. This permits cosmologies free of singularities starting at
<f> •= 4c, in which the Universe expands up to a = 1, and the curvature and
the coupling constant go to zero as r —> oo (see fig. 2b).

More problematic, however, is the appearance of a singularity in a weak
coupling region. To eliminate this singularity, a possibility is to postulate
that only matter densities with e > 0 are allowed. Then no statement could
be made about the presence of singularities at this semiclassical level, the
only remaining singularities would be in a strong interaction region where
additional quantum effects will be important.

3. The Wheeler-DeWitt Equation

We will now quantize the effective theory defined by eq. 11. In doing this
we will ignore boundary effects due to the fact that the transformation 10 is
denned for fi > flf. It is presently unclear what are the correct boundary
conditions to impose (see ref. [16] ).

Assuming that the spatial coordinate a is periodic we can expand the
fields and their derivatives as

Sl{Q,<r) = fi+(0,<T) + fi_(0,a) ,

(20)

with similar expressions for \ and /,-. The commutation relations are (fl* —

(we are omitting a factor ?r which comes from the global factor in the action
li).

The Virasoro generators Lft ,ire defined as usual as the Fourier modes of
'!'±± — ^. where 7±± (ire defined as twice the right hand side of eq.13. Using
the equations of motion to eliminate the second time derivatives we find

\ 2 9

2 7T JO
(22)

Assuming the ghosts to be in iheir ground state |0 >gh, the physical states
must sat isfy

, « > 0 . (23)



This set of equations is equivalent to the functional hamiltonian and super-
momentum constraints [17], The nonvanishing right hand side in the physical
state condition for n = 0 (combined with the shift -^6n0 in the Virasoro gen-
erators) represents the vacuum polarization of the physical degrees of freedom
on the cylinder.

The zero modes \o and fl0 do not decouple from the other modes in the
constraints. To find the physical states, we will adopt here the minisuper-
space approximation, and neglect the coupling between the modes. It should
be stressed that this is an improved minisuperspace approximation, since we
are performing the approximation into the effective action riq. 11. not in the
classical action Eq. 5 [15]. Assuming the quantum matter fields /, to be in
their ground states, the physical states are given by |phys >= |l) >
where |0 > is the state annihilated by \* . *and f
state |»P > satisfies the Wlieeler-DeWitt (WdW) equation

or n > 0. the

1 d2

4 dxl
~4A2 - h- - 21 * = 0 . (24)

This equation can also be obtained by linearizing the tachyon beta fun tion.
as observed in ref. [IS] in the context of noncritical string theory. In that
paper the authors point out that nonlinear terms may play an important role
in the cosmological constant problem.

At this point one would like to have a criteria to choose a particular solu-
tion to the WdW equation and consider this particular state as the "quantum
state of the Universe". Although there are several proposals to select a wave
function [19, 20, 21] and to extract physical predictions from it [22], none of
them is completely satisfactory. Here we will analyze some particular solu-
tions which are the two-dimensional analogues of some of the wave functions
proposed in 3+1 quantum cosmology. We will consider the simplest inter-
pretation of the wave function, i.e. we will assume that it predicts classical
behaviour only in the regions where it is oscillatory. The classical trajectories
associated to a wave function of the form ty = c'-s arc obtained through the
identification

OS _ 2 - dS
(25)

where the dot denotes derivative with respect to r. It is important to notice
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that, in this context, this is the definition of classical time r in terms of the
quantum degrees of freedom [23, 24],

A basis for the solutions to eq. 24 is given by
= \o + % , \ - = (\'Q - fio)/«: )

= el£p'jr'°iJ<1, where

(26)

i.e.

vl\, -
2A2

(27)

with p+p- = —o. When the numbers pi,p± are large and real, this wave
function is rapidly oscillating and imply classical behaviour. The classical
trajectories can be found from eq. 25. In terms of i ± this reads d±S = —XT •
From 5 ~ />,/,- + u; we find

2A2

Y- = ~P-r fi = X+ = - c o n s t "
P-

Fq. 28 reproduces the semiclassical solutions 17 studied in the previous
section. The only difference is the vacuum polarization contribution ^ con-
tained in o. Fig. '•] shows the classical trajectories in the plane (x+,X-)-

Next we consider a popular choice: the Hartle-Hawking state |HH >,
defined by the eudidean path integral with only one boundary [19]. As noted

refs.[2.r), 2(i], the two dimensional analogue of this state is the \sl{2,C) >in
state, defined by

Let us consider the case A = 0. Taking into account that

(29)

(30)

it. is easv to show that f2.r>l

|.sl(2,C) > = |0 > e"-2X0 (31)

This state is not physical, because it satisfies a different n = 0 condition.
However, it becomes a physical state in the limit N —* oo. Indeed, in this
limit, it coincides with

|HH > = | 0 > e

11

(32)



which is a particular exponential solution to the WdW equation. In fact,
this corresponds to the solution *tPHH(A = 0) with PHH = {p< = 0-p- =

I-L/O/K,P+ = iy/ail}. This is our analogue of the Hartle-Hawking state,
which is naturally extended to the A -̂  0 case by the solution typm{ • Note
that this wave function is a real exponential. As a consequence it does not
predict classical behaviour. If this were the physical state our toy universe
would never exit the quantum era!

Let us now consider other class of physical states, which are similar to
the tunneling wave functions defined in terms of the lorentzian path integral
in Kantowski-Sachs cosmology [27]. They are solutions of the form

o = •/(*) , (33)

Inserting the ansatz 33 into the WdW equation it is easy to show that J{z)
must be a linear combination of the Bessel functions JQ(Z) a id >u(~). This
class of wave functions is oscillating when ; is large and real. Indeed, using
the asymptotic form of the Bessel functions we find

(31)

i.e., in this region of the plane ( \ + , x ~ ) the wave function is a linear combi-
nation of WKB solutions with a Hamilton-Jacobi function 5 = ±z. From eq.
25 we see that both WKB components of the wave function 33 are associated
with the family of classical trajectories

d-S <*+
d+S

i.e.

W\- (36)

where C is an arbitrary negative constant (it must be negative because in the
classical region z2 > 0). Fig, 4 shows these trajectories in the plane (\ + , \ _ ) .
The plane is divided into classical (z2 ~> 1) and forbidden (z2 < 1) regions.
;> We see that in general the classical trajectories leave, at some time, the
classical region. We should also stress that, due to the relation between \±

5A more precise definition of the forbidden region is z2 < j ^ or 2/5,, where j
the first zero of the Bessel function JQ{YO). For a similar discussion see rcf.[28]
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and the original variables <f> and p, the above trajectories are meaningful only
in the region 0 > fic, i.e., when \+ > «X- + 2flc. This is also ilustrated in
Figs. 4.

The semiclassical solutions of the previous section contain two different
classes of singularities: weak coupling singularities at r = —oo (x± — —oo)
and strong coupling singularities at the critical point ft = flc [x+ ~ KX- +
2Q.C). From Figs. 4a and 4b, and comparing with the results of section 2, we
see tliat the singularities that occur at weak coupling (see (iii)) are present
in the classical region where the wave function is oscillator}. However, the
strong coupling singularity may be avoided in the case a > 0. Indeed, as
shown in Fig. 4c, for particular values of the constants a and b in Eq. 33,
the curve Q = Ql7 is contained completely in the classically forbidden region.

To summarize, we have shown extreme examples where the whole plane
is classically forbidden (Hart!e-Hawking state), or allowed (exponential so-
lutions in Eq. 27). We also found more interesting solutions where there
are both classically allowed and forbidden regions (tunneling solutions). For
some wave functions, the semiclassical singularities are present only in the
forbidden regions. It is in this way that the choice of the quantum state may
solve the problem of the singularities, they may take place where there is not
a we'! defined notion of space-time.
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Figure Captions:

Figure l(a): Penrose diagram for the classical solution (i). Solid and
dashed lines indicate curves of constant r and c respectively.

Figure l(b): Penrose diagram for the classical solution (ii).
Figure 2: Penrose diagrams for semiclassical solutions of the model with

A2 < 0. (a) The solution starts from <j>c where, generically, there is a curvature
singularity. Natural boundary conditions select the only solution with regular
curvature at <p = c>c. (I)1* A typical solution in which <j> never reaches the
critical value.

Figure '•]: Classical trajectories defined by eq. 28 (solid lines). The
dashed-dotted line corresponds to ft = Clc. The trajectories are physical
abo\'e this line, (a) Trajectories for a < 0. (b) For a > 0

Figure 4: The classical trajectories denned by eq. 36. The solid lines are
the part of the classical trajectories contained in the classical region. The
dashed lines are the part contained in the forbidden region. Same conventions
for the line <> = ftL-. (a) The case a < 0, b < f [ln{-^) - I}, (b) The case

<\ < 0 and b > !j[h>(--^) - 1]. (c) The case a > 0. \ | u ) is the zero of
the function « \ _ + 2A'V2x- - h. A typical case where the Sine fi = fic is
conijiletely contained in the forbidden region.
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Fig la

Fig lb
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Fig. 2a

Fig. 2b
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